Southern Cherokee Nation and The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP),
Lower Cherokee, Tsigamogi, and Chickamauga Cherokee (Chicomogie)
a Recognized International Independent Sovereign Neutral Nation and State
Under the Ancient Order of the AniKutani (Priesthood)
Office of Chief Gees-Due OO-Neh-Gah Usti

Please Complete the Following Citizenship Request Check List 2019:
Osiyo (hello), We Welcome You in a Good Way

Who introduced you to us?
Are you seeking Lower Cherokee Blood Member Citizen?
Are you seeking Adopted Member Citizen?
Are you seeking General Member Citizen?
If you are Indian blood of another tribal nation, please state which nation?
If you are an enrolled member of another tribal nation, please provide enrollment number?
Are you seeking general citizenship by which you are not of Indian blood?

Note:
general citizenship is similar to U.S. EB-5, you must be investing into the State of SCNRFP to receive general citizenship by which ours is CC-7. This has been made available since our becoming recognized as an international independent state. Provide an official copy of your personal background via an official legal background check source, such as law enforcement, otherwise you can pay the State of SCNRFP to perform the background check. Provide any license or certifications held elsewhere. Provide a copy of your passport and drivers license held in your current state. Provide a copy of your personal and business synopsis.

You may be a citizen in another nation and still become a dual citizen in the State of SCNRFP.

If you are not of Lower Cherokee blood, then you would be seeking general citizenship, unless you are invited to be adopted by one of the tribal clans, for adoption is a process and one is not guaranteed adoption. We have been doing adoptions for generations, since time immemorial.

If applying for blood member citizen, please provide your knowledge of your linage and supporting documents of the same (all personal official documents that you have of yourself and your relatives, such as enrollment numbers, birth certificates, medical records, death certificates, religious books
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records, family bible, and otherwise). If you have no record of any family with enrollment numbers, rather what you have is an oral story passed down, put this to writing and include it in your reply for review and any official documents such as religious book records, family bible, official medical records, census records, birth certificates, death certificates and other official documents of you and your relatives, it will be reviewed. Provide a copy of your current official ID passport (if you have) and a copy of your driver license (if you have) or otherwise other acceptable official ID.

For any type of member citizenship, you must provide a copy of your current official ID passport (if you have) and a copy of your driver license (if you have) or otherwise other acceptable official ID.

Provide a list of any country’s you have ever held a passport and passport number.

Provide a list of any other locations you have been issued a driver license along with the details.

Provide a copy of your birth certificate.

Provide your complete contact information, to include all forms of communication and addresses.

Provide a personal and business synopsis.

Provide ID size photo of a shoulder and head photo for your new tribal and national ID.

Anything you do not have, please reply N/A and state a reason why not.

Please state why you desire to be a member citizen?

In receiving a member citizenship of any kind, you agree to honor and follow Ancient Axe of Authority, the State of SCNRFP laws, policies, procedures and protocols in a good way by which we have continued since time immemorial.

Note: State of SCNRFP ID is property of the State of SCNRFP. If for any reason you become no longer a member citizen of the State of SCNRFP, said ID can be required to be returned to the State of SCNRFP.

Be a part of the Awaking and the American Indian Realized.

Membership/Citizenship:

We welcome all of our relations that come in a Good Way and maintain themselves in a Good Way.

All Member Citizens, rather it be number 1 or 2 or 3 must accept to honor and keep the Southern Cherokee Nation and The Red Fire People (State of SCNRFP) LAWS, the Ancient Axe of Authority, and including laws and regulations adopted with regularity of the governance of the State of SCNRFP, to include Basil III if using our financial institution services.

If you desire to be a Member Citizen of the State of SCNRFP, and if you have any questions please contact the State of SCNRFP:
**Member Citizenship Categories:**

1. Blood is that of a two legged that is proven to be related to the Red Fire People.

2. Adoption is that of any two legged that becomes the same as blood when adopted by one of the Red Fire Clans. Adoption is not new, but rather something we have been doing for generations since time immemorial.

Both 1 and 2 shall have voting powers and are equal citizens historically.

3. Due to the State of SCNRFP being a Recognized International Independent Neutral Nation and State, we offer a General Citizenship. General Citizenship is that of anyone globally who is desires to come member citizen or a dual citizen that comes in a good way with purpose and reason, to include economic development, however a General Citizen that have no voting powers, but is rather more similar to the U.S. EB-5 for investment, the ours is called CC-7.

Note: Anyone, Individual or Corporation Doing Business with the State of SCNRFP Must be Incorporated within the State of SCNRFP (even if they have another corporation is another jurisdiction), Must Open and Use a People of the Heart Society Account via Trust, Must Apply and Become a Registered State of SCNRFP Member Citizen. Any Individual or Corporation Must Complete the following in the Order as Listed: Member Citizenship, Incorporation and Trust Account. With Any Application, there must be an Officially Certified Background Check from a legitimate source, such as law enforcement, paid by the applicant or otherwise the applicant can pay the State of SCNRFP to conduct the background check.

Any Citizen that chooses not to honor and keep State of SCNRFP Law (Ancient Axe of Authority) can be rescinded from any or all, so as not to have an Incorporation, People of the Heart Society Trust Account and Member Citizenship.

Note: There is No Charge to become a member-citizen, if you are applying for 1 or 2, however if you are applying for 3 there is an application fee charge for General Citizenship.

There is a charge for the ID, unless you are an elder or disabled. Your birth certificate and other forms of ID will so your being an elder. If you are disabled, please provide a copy of any official documentation or card that show you are disabled. If you do not yet have any official documentation or card, then provide a statement describing your disability and it will be reviewed.

Note: A State of SCNRFP incorporation is for the jurisdiction of the State of SCNRFP, it does not allow you to automatically do business in another jurisdiction and like any other certificate of incorporation elsewhere you will have to seek what the laws, procedures, regulations and requirements are in any foreign jurisdiction and comply to the same. In the same way any foreign certificate of incorporation you may have been issued by a foreign jurisdiction does not apply automatically to the State of SCNRFP. The State of SCNRFP does not use applications to domestic your foreign corporation, but rather you may maintain your foreign corporation, but will have to file for a new corporation additionally within the State of SCNRFP to conduct business within the State of SCNRFP.

Note: There is a cost for Professional License and Certifications, Contact the State of SCNRFP for Current Cost, and ID Cards are Included.

Note: there is a cost for licensed or certified assistants, tech, staff and clients or patients, and ID Cards are Included.
Note: There is no cost to become a blood or adopted member citizen, whereby you are provided a member
citizen certificate, however if you desire an ID Card there is a cost, contact State of SCNRFP to see current
cost.

Note: ID Cards are provided by the nation at no cost to elderly and disabled blood and adopted member
citizens.

The Following Information is Required for ID CARD:
Height:
Weight:
Eye Color:
Hair Color:
Date of Birth:
Sex:
Physical Address:
Place of Birth:
Mother Maiden Name:
Father Name:

Official Government Website Page for Member Citizen and other required forms:
https://scnrfp.gov.com/

In a Good Way.
Wado (Thank You),

Chief of the State of SCNRFP

On Behalf of the State of SCNRFP
Approved by the Ancient Order of the Priesthood
H.E. Chief Gees-Due Oo-Neh-Gah Usti
Signatory Authority